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Be Reverent to the Creative Virtue of God 

 

Recall then that you have received the spiritual seal, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, 

the spirit of right judgment and courage, the spirit of knowledge and reverence, the spirit of 

holy fear in God’s presence. Guard what you have received. God the Father has marked you 

with his sign; Christ the Lord has confirmed you and has placed his pledge, the Spirit, in your 

hearts.120 CCC 

Ecclesiastes 3:14 [Knox Bible] 
But be sure all God has made will remain for ever as he made it; there is no adding to it, no 

taking away from it; so he will command our reverence. 
 

From the Book of Heaven 

V32 – June 4, 1933 - “You Must Know that Our Supreme Being uses the same 
Creative Power that It used in the Creation; It continues to use It in the acts that 
the creature does in the Divine Will.  Every act that she does in It undergoes a New 
Creation, and My Fiat, in virtue of Its Creative Power, remains Conceived in the act 
of the creature.  A continuous alternation occurs:  she lends the act, and My Divine 
Will Creates and Conceives Itself in her act, and while It is Conceived, It forms Its 
Life and makes it grow with the nourishment of Its Light and of Its Love.  The 
Heavens are amazed, and so much is the marvel, that they are struck mute before 
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one single act of the creature that contains within itself the Creative Strength of 
the Conception of the Divine Fiat.  And since she, by remaining in Its arms, places 
herself at Our Disposal, so with keeping her in Our Arms We place Ourselves at her 
disposal.  And she gives Us her sweet pledge in order to make of her what We want, 
such that her life, her acts, are so many pledges that she gives Us, and We, keeping 
her pledges, feel Ourselves secure to be able to put forth Our Creative Virtue, and 
Operate as God in the act of the creature.  You Must Know that when Our Will 
works, as much in Ourselves as in the human act, It never sets aside Its Creative 
Virtue, nor can It set it aside, because It possesses it by nature, therefore Its Doing 
is always Creation.  So one who Lives in Our Will, undergoes Its Creating Act in her 
acts, and O! how many Marvels occur.  Therefore, be attentive and reverent and 
grateful; receive in yourself, in your acts, this Creating Virtue that wants to do 
Great Things, not little, and only those Worthy of Our Adorable Will.” 
 


